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Abstract—Edge computing is an emerging promising computing paradigm that brings computation and storage resources to the
network edge, hence significantly reducing the service latency and network traffic. In edge computing, many applications are composed
of dependent tasks where the outputs of some are the inputs of others. How to offload these tasks to the network edge is a vital
and challenging problem which aims to determine the placement of each running task in order to maximize the Quality-of-Service
(QoS). Most of the existing studies either design heuristic algorithms that lack strong adaptivity or learning-based methods but without
considering the intrinsic task dependency. Different from the existing work, we propose an intelligent task offloading scheme leveraging
off-policy reinforcement learning empowered by a Sequence-to-Sequence (S2S) neural network, where the dependent tasks are
represented by a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG). To improve the training efficiency, we combine a specific off-policy policy gradient
algorithm with a clipped surrogate objective. We then conduct extensive simulation experiments using heterogeneous applications
modelled by synthetic DAGs. The results demonstrate that: 1) our method converges fast and steadily in training; 2) it outperforms the
existing methods and approximates the optimal solution in latency and energy consumption under various scenarios.
Index Terms—Multi-access edge computing, task offloading, deep reinforcement learning, sequence to sequence neural networks.
F
1 INTRODUCTION
The rapid proliferation of smart user equipment (UE) like
smart home appliances and wearable devices has spurred
numerous innovative applications, such as augmented re-
ality (AR), virtual reality (VR), face recognition, and digital
healthcare. The increasing diversity and complexity of these
applications demand intensive computing resources. Al-
though new generations of UE possess intensive computing
power, they still suffer from high energy and time costs
when processing the resource-intensive applications. One
solution is to run these applications on the cloud. However,
it imposes huge traffic on the backhaul of mobile networks
and hinders real-time applications due to the long distance
between UE and cloud. To address these issues, Multi-access
Edge Computing (MEC) [1] was proposed to shift certain
computing and storage resources from the cloud to the
MEC hosts at the network edge (e.g., base stations, access
points, and edge routers) that is close to users. Hence, MEC
can effectively alleviate network congestion and reduce the
service latency for mobile users.
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One key technology in MEC is task offloading, which
enables UE to offload computation-intensive tasks of user
applications to MEC hosts, thus reducing latency and en-
ergy consumption at UE during the processing of the appli-
cation. In task offloading, we must decide whether a task
should be offloaded to an MEC host, depending on the task
profile (i.e., the required CPU cycles and input/output data
size) and the MEC environment. Many existing studies [2,
3, 4, 5, 6] developed heuristic or approximation algorithms,
since the above offloading problem is NP-hard. However,
they rely heavily on expert knowledge or accurate analytical
models. As a consequence, considerable human efforts and
expertise are required to tune these heuristics or analytical
models to adapt to new scenarios, which is time-consuming
and even unrealistic due to the increasing complexity of
applications and system architecture of MEC.
Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL), which combines
Reinforcement Learning (RL) with Deep Neural Networks
(DNN), is a promising approach to achieve flexible and
adaptive task offloading without expert knowledge. DRL
learns an effective policy (i.e., a mapping from environment
states to actions) through interacting with the environment
so as to maximize numerical rewards. With the help of the
powerful representation ability of DNNs, DRL can effec-
tively solve complex decision-making problems with large
and high-dimensional state/action spaces. Recent break-
throughs in DRL have led to many successful applications
in a wide range of areas including gaming [7], robotics
[8], networking [9], etc. DRL has been adopted to handle
task offloading problems in MEC [9, 10, 11, 12]. However,
these methods assume the offloading tasks are independent
without considering the inherent dependency among tasks
of real-world applications. In practice, many applications
are composed of dependent tasks where the outputs of some
tasks are the inputs of others. Ignoring the task dependency
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when making task offloading decisions will severely affect
the QoS of applications and waste the edge resources.
To fill this gap, we propose a new DRL-based Task Of-
floading (DRLTO) scheme leveraging off-policy RL empow-
ered by a Sequence-to-Sequence (S2S) neural network. The
DRLTO is able to reduce the latency of running applications
and the energy consumption at UE. In DRLTO, the task of-
floading problem is modelled as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP). Applications are represented by Directed Acyclic
Graphs (DAG), where vertices and edges denote tasks and
their dependency, respectively. To effectively extract the
key features of task dependency, an S2S neural network is
applied to represent the policy and value function of the
MDP. Specifically, the input of the S2S neural network is
the DAG represented by a sequence of embedding vectors,
while the output is the offloading plan for the DAG. To
improve the training efficiency, we combine an off-policy
DRL algorithm that includes a clipped surrogate objective
and an entropy bonus to stabilize the training, provide
better sample efficiency, and alleviate the issue of getting
stuck in local optima. The DRLTO learns to make efficient
offloading decisions through directly interacting with the
environment and only requires minimal expert knowledge.
The major contributions of this paper are summarized as
follows:
• We develop an original DRL-based task offloading
scheme, which leverages off-policy reinforcement learn-
ing with an S2S neural network to capture the intrinsic
task dependency of applications. An MDP is designed to
accurately model the dependent task offloading problem
with well-designed state space, action space, and reward
function.
• We design a new embedding method that encodes ver-
tices of the DAG representing an application to a sequence
of embeddings including both the task profiles and de-
pendency information. This method can convert the raw
DAG as the input of the S2S neural network without
information loss.
• We combine an S2S neural network with an attention
mechanism to capture the long-term dependency of the
input tasks. This S2S neural network can effectively ap-
proximate the policy and value function of the MDP
model for the dependent task offloading problem. To
effectively train the S2S neural network, we apply an
off-policy DRL algorithm with a clipped surrogate ob-
jective function and an entropy bonus. This algorithm
has a strong exploration ability and thus can prevent the
training from getting stuck in the local optima.
• Extensive simulation experiments were conducted using
the synthetic DAGs, covering a wide range of topologies,
task numbers, and data rates that correspond to the char-
acteristics of real-world applications. The performance
results show that our method outperforms advanced
heuristic baselines and can obtain near-optimal results
under dynamic MEC scenarios.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The prob-
lem formulation, energy model, and optimization target
are presented in Section 2. The details of the DRL-based
offloading scheme are described in Section 3. Simulation
















Fig. 1. An example of DAG for the gesture recognition application.
work is reviewed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper.
2 PROBLEM FORMULATION: TASK OFFLOADING
The section presents the formulation of the task offloading
problem. First, we give the details of the task offloading pro-
cess in MEC. Next, the energy model and the optimization
target used for task offloading are described.
In practice, many applications consist of multiple tasks
with general dependency, which should be considered when
making decisions on task offloading. For example, as shown
in Fig. 1, a gesture recognition application consists of multi-
ple dependent tasks [13]. Formally, let G = (T , E) denote a
DAG, where a vertex ti ∈ T and a directed edge e(ti, tj) ∈ E
represents a task ti and the dependency between ti and tj ,
respectively. A task can start to run only when all of its
predecessors are finished. The exit tasks are those without
subsequent tasks.
We consider a block fading channel, where the fading
coefficient remains unchanged (i.e., the transmission rate
is fixed) during the task offloading process. In general, the
MEC host runs multiple virtual machines (VMs) to process
the offloaded tasks. In this work, we consider that each
UE is associated with a dedicated VM providing provide
computing, communications and storage resources to the
UE as specified in many existing studies [14, 15]. Any task in
the DAG has two scheduling choices: offloaded to the MEC
host or run locally on the UE. If the task ti is offloaded, it has
three phases of execution: 1) sending phase: the UE sends ti to
the MEC host through a wireless channel. 2) executing phase:
the MEC host executes the received task ti. 3) receiving phase:
the MEC host returns the results to the UE. On the other
hand, if ti is locally executed, there is no data transmission
between the UE and MEC host. The local processor of the
UE directly processes the task when it is ready. For all
tasks in a DAG, let A1:n = [a1, a2, . . . , ai, . . . , an] denote an
offloading plan, where n represents the total task number
and ai represents the offloading decision of ti. Specially,
ai = 1 denotes that ti is offloaded to the MEC host,
otherwise, ai = 0 means that ti is scheduled to the local
processor.
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Let Tuli , T
s
i , and T
dl
i denote the latency of sending,
executing and receiving phase, respectively. Let Tli denote
the local execution latency for ti. Besides, fl and fs represent
the CPU clock speed of the UE and the VM in the MEC Host,
respectively. Rul denotes the uplink transmission rate while
Rdl denotes the downlink transmission rate. Let data
s
i and
datari represent the data size of the task ti that is offloaded
to the MEC host and the result received, respectively. We
denote the required CPU cycles for executing ti as Ci.
Therefore, all the above-defined latencies can be calculated












We also assume the available time of the uplink wireless
channel, the MEC host, the downlink wireless channel, and
the local processor, as Muli , Msi , Mdli , Mli, respectively.
Given a scheduling plan A1:n, the available time of the re-
source depends on the finish time (FT) of the task scheduled
immediately before ti on that resource. If the task scheduled
immediately before ti does not utilize the resource, the
FT on that resource is set as 0. We next analyse the local
executing and remote offloading process in detail.
Local Executing: In this case, ti is scheduled to the local
processor. Note that ti can only start execution until all its
immediate predecessors are finished and the local processor
is available to run. Besides, the immediate predecessors of
ti can be either run on the MEC host or the local processor.






















where pre(ti) denotes the set of immediate predecessors of
ti. FT
dl
j denotes the FT of transmitting a task tj over the
wireless downlink channel.
Remote Offloading: In this case, ti is offloaded to the MEC
host. As mentioned above, the offloading process for ti
includes three phases. In the sending phase, let FTulj denote
the FT of transmitting the task tj over the wireless uplink
channel, where tj is an immediate predecessor of ti. If tj is
locally scheduled, ti can only start its sending phase after
tj has finished local execution. Otherwise, if tj is offloaded,
ti can only start sending after tj has completed its sending
phase. Therefore, the FT of task ti on the wireless uplink



















In the executing phase, three conditions must be met before
ti can start running on the MEC host. First, ti should finish
its sending phase. Second, all predecessors of ti should
finish executing. Third, the MEC host is available to run





















Similarly, we obtain the FT of task ti on the downlink
















Energy consumption of the UE is another important fac-
tor that we should consider in MEC. In general, the energy
consumption of an UE mainly consists of computation and
transmission cost. Executing task locally or offloading task
to the MEC host result in different energy costs.
When the task is locally executed, no transmission is
needed, thus the energy consumption is mainly contributed






where ρfζl represents the computational power of the mo-
bile device. ρ is a power coefficient while ζ is a constant
(usually close to 3) [3].
When the task is offloaded, there is no computation
process on the local device, thus the energy consumption





where PTx and PRx are the sending and receiving power,
respectively.
Based on the above definitions, giving the offloading
plan, A1:n, of a DAG, the latency and energy consumption















where K denotes the set of exit tasks.
QoS can be used to measure how good an offloading
plan is, considering both latency and energy consumption.
As in [16, 17], we use a similar definition of QoS as the
optimization objective, which is a weighted sum of the
normalized differences in latency and energy consumption








where Tcl and E
c
l are the latency and energy consumption of
executing all tasks locally on the UE. λt and λe ∈ [0, 1] are
scalar weights. Eq. (10) represents a weighted sum approach
of a multi-objective optimization problem. The weighted-
sum approach is extensively used since it is generally ef-
fective and easy to implement. Besides, the weights reflect
the relative importance of energy and latency, which can
be set based on the user’s preference. For general DAGs,
the scheduling problem is NP-hard [18]. Therefore, it is
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Fig. 2. The proposed DRL-based task offloading scheme.
3 THE DRLTO SCHEME
This section presents the proposed DRLTO in detail. We first
present the necessary background of DRL and S2S neural
network. Next, the overall design of the DRLTO architecture
is described. Finally, the offloading model, the S2S neural
network, and the training algorithm are presented in detail.
3.1 Background
Deep Reinforcement Learning: In general, the targeted
problem of RL is formulated as an MDP that is defined
by a 6-tuple (S,A,P,P0,R, γ), where S , A, P , and P0
denote the state space, action space, state transition prob-
ability matrix, and initial state distribution, respectively.
R means the reward function and γ ∈ (0, 1) repre-
sents the discount factor. Denote π(a|s) as the policy that
specifies the probability of taking action a given state
s. The trajectories sampled under the policy π are de-
noted as τπ = (s0, a0, r0, s1, a1, r1, ...), where s0 ∼ P0,
at ∼ π(·|st−1) and rt is the immediate reward at time
step t. The state value function of a state st under a
policy π, denoted as vπ(st), is the expected return when
starting in st and following π thereafter, which is defined




∣∣ st]. Similarly, the state-
action value function, denoted as qπ(st, at), is the expected
return starting from st, taking the action at, and there-
after following policy π, which can be formally denoted




∣∣ st, at]. The objective of





In general, the current methods for DRL include value-
based and policy-based methods. Value-based methods aim
to get the optimal value function of every state in the
environment: v∗π(s) = maxa qπ∗(s, a), where π
∗ denotes the
optimal policy. A typical valued-based method is deep Q-
learning [19], which approximates the optimal value func-
tion by DNN (i.e., deep Q-network). However, deep Q-
learning indirectly obtains a deterministic policy through
updating the deep Q-network toward the one-step reward.
A drawback of this one-step updating rule is that obtain-
ing a reward only directly affects the value of the state-
action pair that led to the reward while the values of other
state-action pairs are indirectly affected by the updated Q-
network. This can result in a slow learning process [20].
In contrast to value-based methods, policy-based DRL di-
rectly parameterizes the policy with a DNN and updates
the policy network by performing gradient ascent on the
total return [21] rather than the one-step return, thus it can
achieve a faster convergence rate. However, when facing a
combinatorial optimization problem such as task offloading
in MEC, it has two main defects: 1) using Monte-Carlo
estimation can bring high variance leading to slow learning.
2) conventional policy gradient methods are data inefficient
and can get stuck in local optima [22]. To address the above
issues, we apply proximal policy optimization (PPO) [23]
that includes generalized advantage estimation (GAE) [24],
off-policy clipped surrogate objective, and an entropy bonus
to train the S2S neural network in this work. In particular,
GAE can substantially reduce the variance by introduc-
ing an exponentially weighted estimator of the advantage
function into the objective. The off-policy clipped surrogate
objective can stabilize the training and improve the sample
efficiency. Besides, adding the entropy bonus can further
enhance the exploration [23], thus alleviating the problem
of getting stuck in local minima.
Sequence-to-Sequence Neural Network: A typical S2S
neural network consists of an encoder and a decoder, where
the encoder and decoder are implemented by multi-layer
RNNs. The input sequence is fed into the encoder and the fi-
nal hidden state is output through forward propagation. The
decoder initializes its hidden state via the encoder’s output
state and outputs a target sequence. The original S2S neural
network [25] uses a fixed vector to encode the whole input
sequence, which can lead to serious information loss for
input sequences with long-term dependency. To cope with
this problem, the attention mechanism [26] was proposed. In
the attention mechanism, at each decoding step, a decoder
output depends on its previous output, previous hidden
state, and a context vector which is a weighted sum of the
encoder output. Introducing the context vector gives the
decoder a chance to “attend” important information from
the source input sequence. Some work [27, 28] extends the
S2S neural network to handle combinatorial optimisation
problems including Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) and
Convex Hull. Inspired by the above work, we introduce the
S2S neural network in our method, since task offloading
in MEC is a typical combinatorial optimisation problem.
Specifically, the S2S neural network is used to approximate
both policy and value function of DRLTO, which can effec-
tively extract representative features from DAGs.
3.2 The DRLTO Design
The DRLTO can be integrated into an emerging MEC plat-
form defined by ETSI [1]. As shown in Fig. 2, the MEC
system consists of three levels: UE level, edge level, and
cloud level. UE level includes various user devices (such as
smartphones, tablets, vehicles) and software applications. In
edge level, each MEC host contains the computing, storage
and network resources for processing applications on its
virtual machines (VMs). In cloud level, cloud servers are
hired to process computation-intensive and resource hun-
gry jobs. The DRLTO scheme contains three major compo-
nents: offloading scheduler, task graph pool, and offloading
trainer. Each UE has an offloading scheduler, which makes
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offloading decisions for user applications. Specifically, the
trained S2S neural network is included in the offloading
scheduler. The MEC host contains a task graph pool and
an offloading trainer, which are used to gather DAGs from
UE and conduct periodical training process, respectively.
The training for the S2S neural network is based on
periodically gathered DAGs. At the off-peak time (e.g. mid-
night), the offloading trainer runs the training procedure.
After training, the MEC host sends the parameters of the
trained S2S neural network back to UE. The UE can then
make the offloading decision via forward-propagation of
the trained S2S neural network. The MEC host executes the
offloaded tasks and returns the results to the UE. For those
locally executed tasks, the local processing unit of the UE
executes them when ready.
3.3 The Task Offloading Model
In order to adapt DRL to solve the task offloading problem,
we model the problem as an MDP, where the state space,
action space, and reward function of the MDP are defined
as follows.
• State Space: When scheduling the task ti, the state of
the MEC system depends on the scheduling results of
the previous tasks of ti (i.e., the partial offloading plan).
Hence, we define the state space as a combination of
the DAG information (including DAG topology and task
profiles) and the partial offloading plan. Formally, let G
denote the encoded DAG and A1:i denote the offloading
plan for the sequence of tasks from t1 to ti. The state space
is thus denoted as
S := {s|s = (G,A1:i)}. (11)
Specifically, G is comprised of a sequence of task em-
beddings. Each embedding consists of three elements:
1) a vector that includes an index of the task and the




i , and T
dl
i ; 2) a vector
of indices of immediate previous tasks; 3) a vector of
indices of immediate subsequent tasks. The length of
previous/subsequent task indices vector is limited to p
(p = 12 in our experiments). We pad the vector with -1,
in case the number of previous/subsequent tasks is less
than p. The embedding vectors are then fed into the S2S
neural network to obtain offloading plans.
• Action Space: A task could be either offloaded to an
MEC host or run locally on the UE. Let ai = 1 represent
offloading to an MEC host and ai = 0 represent local
execution for task ti. Therefore, the action space can be
defined as A := {1, 0}.
• Reward Function: The objective of our method is to
maximize the QoS. In order to reach this objective, we
define the reward function at each step as the estimated
increment of the QoS:


























l are the average latency and energy







































Fig. 3. Structure of the S2S neural network for DRLTO.
3.4 The S2S Neural Network for DRLTO
According to the definition of our MDP model, the offload-
ing problem can be converted to an S2S prediction problem
where the input is the sequence of task embeddings and
the output is a scheduling plan for those tasks. The policy
π(ai|G,A1:i−1) is denoted as the probability of selecting ac-
tion ai for task ti under the state s = (G,A1:i−1). Moreover,
π(A1:n|G) is the probability of having the offloading plan
A1:n given the graph G with n tasks. Applying the chain





To effectively approximate the policy defined in Eq. (13),
an S2S neural network is a good option. As shown in Fig.
3, we combine an S2S neural network with the attention
mechanism to approximate both the policy and the value
function of the DRLTO. Formally, denote the sequence of
task embeddings as t = [t1, t2, ...tn] and the function of en-
coder network as fenc, then the hidden state of the encoder
network can be obtained by:
ei = fenc(ei−1, ti; θenc), (14)
where ei is the hidden state for encoding step i and θenc
are the parameters of the encoder network. Let fdec be the
function of the decoder network. The hidden state of the
decoder network dj for decoding step j is calculated by:
dj = fdec(di−1, aj−1, cj ; θdec), (15)
where θdec are the parameters of the decoder network. cj
is the context vector of the attention mechanism, which






The weight αji of each hidden state of the encoder network,






where the score function, fscore(dj−1, ei), is used to measure
how well the input of the encoder network at position i
matches the output of the decoder network at position j. In
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this paper, we define the score function as a trainable neural
network as in the work [26].
The policy and value networks share most of the pa-
rameters (encoder and decoder) except for the top layer of
the decoder. For the policy neural network, we add a fully
connected layer on the output of the decoder, dj , and use
softmax function to convert the output into the distribution
over actions, π(aj |sj). For the value neural network, we add
another fully connected layer on dj and use the output to
represent the state value, v(sj). The shared parameters in
the S2S architecture are used to extract common features in
DAGs, therefore training the policy neural network that can
accelerate the training of the value neural network and vice
versa.
The offloading decision for each task is made by the
trained S2S neural network. Overall the steps for offloading
process are follows:
Step 1: A topological sorting is conducted to sort tasks of
the DAG according to the rank values of tasks by decreasing
order, which is defined as
rank(ti) =
{
Toi if ti ∈ K,
maxtj∈succ(ti)(rank(tj)) + T
o
i if ti /∈ K,
(18)
where succ(ti) represents the set of immediate successors of







Step 2: Tasks are then embedded into a sequence of
vectors as the input of the encoder (the details of the
embedded vectors are presented in Section 3.3). Next, the
output sequence of the encoder will be used to calculate
the context vector. At the jth decoding step, the offloading
decision can be generated through aj = arg maxaj π(aj |sj).
Step 3: The UE and MEC host cooperatively finish
executing all tasks according to the offloading decisions.
3.5 The Training Process of the DRLTO
The training goal is to find an optimal policy so that the













where θ are the parameters of the S2S neural network, n
is the task number of the DAG, R(st, at) is the reward
function, st and at is the observed state and offloading
decision for the tth task, respectively.
To improve the performance and training efficiency, the
training target function is modified based on PPO [23],
which generates trajectories using the old policy πθold and
updates the current policy πθ whose initial value equals
πθold for several epochs. In order to avoid a large update
of the policy, PPO penalizes changes to the policy via a
clip function. The clipped target function for the S2S neural











Algorithm 1: Off-policy Training for the S2S Neural
Network
1 Create two S2S neural networks with θold and θ for
the old policy πθold and target policy πθ with
randomly generated initial values.
2 θold ← θ
3 for i = 1, 2, ..., l do
4 /** Exploration stage **/
5 Collect set of trajectories Di on policy πθold .
6 for each trajectory τ ∈ Di do
7 Compute advantage estimates Â1, . . . , Ân
according to Eq. (24).
8 Compute the target state values





9 Store advantage estimates and target state
values in Di.
10 /** Exploitation stage **/
11 for k = 1, 2, ...,m do
12 Optimize the target function LPPO w.r.t. θk
by taking minibatch SGD (via Adam) using
the sampled minibatches from Di.
13 Synchronise old and new parameters: θold ← θ.
where Ât is the estimator of the advantage function at time
step t and ε is a hyperparameter to control the clip range.





The clip function clip(prt(θ), 1 − ε, 1 + ε) aims to limit the
value of prt(θ), which removes the incentive for moving
prt(θ) outside of the interval [1− ε, 1 + ε]. Finally, taking the
minimum of the clipped and unclipped objective restricts
the final objective as a lower bound on the unclipped
objective.
As discussed in the previous subsection, a shared pa-
rameter S2S neural network is crafted for both policy and
value function approximation. To train this neural network,
the clipped objective function and the value function loss
are integrated into the target function. Besides, adding an
entropy bonus can ensure efficient exploration. Following
the suggestion in work [23], we combine these terms and
obtain the following function as the final training target:
LPPO(θ) = E
[
LC(θ)− c1LVF(θ) + c2S[πθ](st)
]
, (22)
where c1 and c2 are coefficients, S denotes an entropy
bonus, and LVF is a squared-error loss between predicted












Training the S2S neural network with RL is quite dif-
ferent from training DNN with RL, which can use transi-
tion segments (st, at, rt, st+1) for back propagation. When
training the S2S neural network, the entire trajectory should
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TABLE 1
The Parameters of Simulation Environment
Notation Parameter Value
Rul, Rdl UL/DL Transmission Rate {3, 7, 11, 15, 19}
Mbps
fl CPU Clock Speed of UE 1 GHz
fs CPU Clock Speed of a VM in
MEC Host
4× 2.5 GHz
ζ, ρ Constants in Energy Model ζ = 3,
ρ = 1.25× 10−26
PTx Avg. Wireless Sending Power 1.258 W
PRx Avg. Wireless Receiving Power 1.181 W
fat Width of a DAG {0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,
0.8}
density Density of Dependency of a DAG {0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7,
0.8}
ccr Comm. to Comp. Ratio of a DAG 0.3 to 0.5
datasi ,
datari
Sending/Receiving Data Size for
a Task
5 KB to 50 KB
C Required CPU Cycles for a Task 107 to 108
cycles/sec
p Length of Task Indices Vector 12
be divided into sequences which are then fed into the
network. For example, two components of trajectories are
firstly sampled from the environment, which are defined
by a scheduling plan A1:n and a sequence of state val-
ues [vπ(s1), vπ(s2), . . . , vπ(sn)] obtained from conducting
a forward propagation of the S2S neural network with
the tasks embedding sequence. Next, the reward sequences
[r1, r2, . . . , rn] can be obtained by applying the scheduling
plan to the environment. Furthermore, the TD-error term δ
at time step t can be calculated by δt = rt + γvπ(st+1) −
vπ(st). Finally, the generalized advantage estimator (GAE)






where λ (0 < λ < 1) is used to control the trade-off between
bias and variance.
The training algorithm is formally presented in Algo-
rithm 1. First, the sampling and updating neural networks
are initialized with the same parameters. In each loop,
the sampling neural network is used to sample a set of
trajectories which are stored in Di. Next, the sequence of
advantage estimates Â and the estimated state values v̂π
are calculated and stored in Di. Since then, Di consists
of the tasks embedding sequences [t1, t2, . . . , tn], sampled
scheduling plans A1:n, reward sequences [r1, r2, . . . , rn],
sampled state values sequences [vπ(s1), vπ(s2), . . . , vπ(sn)],
advantage estimates sequences [Â1, Â2, . . . , Ân], and esti-
mated state values sequences [v̂π(s1), v̂π(s2), . . . , v̂π(sn)].
At the exploitation stage, the updating neural network
is improved by conducting minibatch Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) on Di with the target function defined in
Eq. (22) for m epochs. Adam is adopted as the optimization
method for its efficiency and stability.
4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the experimental results and perfor-
mance evaluation of the DRLTO. We first present how to
TABLE 2
The Neural Network and Training Hyperparameters
Hyperparameter Value Hyperparameter Value
Encoder Layers 2 Encoder Layer Type Bi-LSTM
Encoder Hidden Units 256 Encoder Layer Norm. On
Decoder Layers 2 Decoder Layer Type LSTM
Decoder Hidden Units 256 Decoder Layer Norm. On
Learning Rate 10−4 Activation function Tanh
Optimization Method Adam Loss Coefficient c1 0.5
Discount Factor γ 0.99 Entropy Coefficient c2 0.01
Adv. Discount Factor λ 0.95 Clipping Constant ε 0.2
Batch Size 500
Low fat and density High fat and density
Fig. 4. The examples of synthetic DAGs from low fat and density to high
fat and density.
set the simulation environment and hyperparameters. Next,
the training results of the DRLTO are presented, including
the average reward, value loss, and policy loss. Finally,
we analyze the performance results of the DRLTO through
comparing it with eight existing algorithms.
4.1 Simulation Environment and Hyperparameters
In our simulation experiments, we consider that the UE is
in a small cell network with different transmission rates
dependent on the distance between the UE and MEC host.
The set of transmission rate is {3 Mbps, 7 Mbps, 11 Mbps, 15
Mbps, 19 Mbps}, which covers the most area of a cell from
a distal end to a proximal end. We set the constants in the
energy model ρ = 1.25 × 10−26 and ζ = 3 according to
[3]. The CPU clock speed of the UE fl is set to be 1 GHz.
We set the total computation capacity of the edge server as
10 GHz. Moreover, PTx and PRx are 1.258 W and 1.181 W,
respectively [3].
In MEC, user applications can be modelled as DAGs
with various topologies. For example, a data compression
application is composed of multiple tasks with linear depen-
dency, while face recognition and gesture capture applica-
tions involve more complex inner dependency among tasks
(as shown in Fig. 1). Our scheme aims to obtain an effective
offloading policy for general purpose, which can adapt to
any DAG topologies. To effectively train our DRL-based
algorithm, we need the information of task profiles and
dependency for many different mobile applications. The
current real datasets for mobile applications only contain
information of a very limited number of applications [13].
Therefore, we use a synthetic DAG generator [29] to gener-
ate various DAGs representing heterogeneous applications.
The properties of DAGs are controlled by several parame-
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Fig. 5. The values of average reward, policy loss, and value loss in the training process of the DRLTO.
ters including fat, density, and ccr. Here, fat is used to control
the width and the height of a DAG. density determines the
number of edges between two levels of a DAG. ccr denotes
the communication-to-computation ratio, which is the ratio
between the communication cost and the computation cost.
Using a simulator to generate synthetic DAGs has many
benefits. For example, it can fast generate a large number of
DAGs representing various mobile applications. In addition,
it is easy to control the features of generated DAGs by
tuning simulator parameters.
For the DAG generation, we randomly pick fat from
{0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}, density from {0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
0.7, 0.8} and ccr from {0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. It is reasonable to set
ccr less than 0.5, since many emerging applications are
computation-intensive. Fig. 4 shows an example of DAG
topologies from low fat and density to high fat and density.
For the settings of task profile, the transmission data size of
a task is set between 5 KB and 50 KB. The required CPU
cycles for a task is set between 107 and 108 cycles/sec. The
task number n of the generated DAG ranges from 10 to
50 with a step size of 5. According to the above setting,
we randomly generate 500 graphs for each task number as
the training dataset and additional 100 graphs for each task
number as testing dataset. Specifically, the parameters of our
simulation environment are listed in Table 1.
The S2S neural network is implemented via Tensorflow.
Specifically, the encoder is set as a two-layer bi-directed
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) with 256 hidden units
while the decoder is set as a two-layer dynamic LSTM
also with 256 hidden units. Besides, the layer normaliza-
tion [30] is added for both encoder and decoder. During
the training process, the learning rate is set as 10−4, the
coefficients is set as c1 = 0.5, c2 = 0.01, and the batch
size is set as 500. Hyperparameters can affect the training
results and the convergence speed of DRLTO. We initially
set the hyperparameters according to [23], and then run grid
search on learning rate, batch size, discount factor, etc., to
find the optimal hyperparameters (given in Table 2) for our
algorithm. These hyperparameters have been applied to all
scenarios in our experiments.
4.2 Compared Algorithms
We compare the performance between the DRLTO and the
following eight existing algorithms:
• Optimal: The exhaustive search is applied to list all
possible solutions and find the optimal one with the
highest QoS.
• Local: All tasks of the DAG are run on the local proces-
sor.
• Remote: All tasks of the DAG are offloaded to the MEC
host.
• Random: Each task of the DAG is randomly assigned to
the local processor or the MEC host.
• Greedy: Each task of the DAG is greedily assigned
locally or remotely based on the estimated finish time
on the local processor and the MEC host.
• Round-Robin (RR): Tasks of the DAG are alternately
scheduled to the local processor and MEC host.
• HEFT-based: Tasks are firstly prioritized according to
Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) as in [2, 31].
The prioritized tasks are then scheduled to the resource
with earliest estimated finish time.
• Double Deep-Q Network based Task Offloading (DDQNTO):
Tang et al. [10] combined LSTM, dueling deep Q-
network (DQN), and double-DQN techniques to han-
dle the task offloading problem without considering
the inner dependency. Specifically, we use the same
exploration-exploitation strategy as in the work [10] to
train the Q-networks.
4.3 Training Performance and Convergence
We first investigate the training overheads, convergence
property, and inference latency in our algorithm. In our
experiments, we set two different targets: latency-optimal
(LO) and energy-efficient (EE). The LO target aims at mini-
mizing the latency, thus we set λt = 1.0 and λe = 0.0. The
EE target aims to jointly optimize the latency and energy
consumption, so we set λt = λe = 0.5. We conduct the
training process for the DRLTO and record the average
reward, the policy loss (i.e., LC as defined in Eq. (20)), and
the value loss (i.e., LVF as defined in Eq. (23)). We train
DRLTO on our workstation with GeForce RTX 2080. Each
episode involves 40 mini-batch updates for the S2S neural
network with the time overheads around 30 s/episode. Fig.
5 depicts the training results with the LO target. We notice
that the average reward increases sharply at the beginning
and steadily grows after 500 episodes. Our experimental
results show that the training converges at around 1200
episodes. The total training overheads for a converged pol-
icy is around 10 hours. As the training dose not happen
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TABLE 3
The comparison of the DRLTO and existing algorithms in terms of average latency (ms) of a DAG with different numbers of tasks (n).
N/A denotes cases unable to find optimum. LO and EE denote latency-optimal and energy-efficient targets, respectively.









10 488.61 723.14 694.75 650.01 556.70 646.92 533.25 580.30 690.04 491.98 583.03
15 661.57 1053.44 991.49 915.54 780.73 886.51 743.20 836.01 987.36 673.28 804.57
20 851.71 1394.49 1322.87 1170.06 999.73 1134.41 958.82 1100.71 1317.71 880.89 1010.94
25 N/A 1796.05 1630.79 1430.03 1239.45 1395.91 1194.95 1349.15 1616.12 1054.31 1221.08
30 N/A 2154.71 1981.61 1727.75 1500.83 1692.38 1454.53 1629.57 1970.39 1297.08 1507.35
35 N/A 2463.69 2251.70 2043.32 1757.25 2025.92 1719.99 1906.46 2238.88 1530.58 1767.64
40 N/A 2910.47 2757.82 2360.31 1992.33 2246.18 1939.06 2286.65 2737.24 1757.42 2067.79
45 N/A 3182.15 2833.30 2442.66 2074.41 2323.27 2043.41 2365.28 2806.76 1781.23 2051.24
50 N/A 3662.96 3560.65 2897.15 2431.63 2754.37 2391.01 2948.88 3538.77 2200.68 2533.18
TABLE 4
The comparison of DRLTO and existing algorithms in terms of QoS (targeting at EE) with different numbers of tasks (n),
N/A denotes cases unable to find optimum. EE denotes energy-efficient target.





10 0.394 0 0.360 0.223 0.194 0.223 0.219 0.339 0.389
15 0.410 0 0.367 0.228 0.222 0.252 0.246 0.353 0.399
20 0.426 0 0.373 0.254 0.244 0.266 0.265 0.357 0.415
25 N/A 0 0.390 0.273 0.270 0.290 0.286 0.381 0.434
30 N/A 0 0.388 0.265 0.262 0.281 0.276 0.377 0.426
35 N/A 0 0.390 0.255 0.252 0.267 0.260 0.380 0.426
40 N/A 0 0.373 0.270 0.275 0.290 0.288 0.368 0.417
45 N/A 0 0.398 0.285 0.295 0.307 0.302 0.391 0.441
50 N/A 0 0.363 0.274 0.290 0.298 0.296 0.357 0.411
very frequently, the training overheads are acceptable. For
the training loss, both the value loss and the policy loss
approximate to zero after 500 episodes, which shows the
good convergence property of the DRLTO. After training,
we obtain two trained S2S neural networks, one of which
is used for the LO target and the other is used for the
EE target. Those trained networks will then be deployed
back to the UE. To evaluate the inference speed, we use
our laptop with CPU only (2.6 GHz 6-Core Intel Core i7)
to do the inference. We feed 100 DAGs with n = 15 to
the trained S2S neural networks for network inference. As a
result, the total inference latency is around 108 ms with 1.08
ms per DAG. Compared to the time overheads of offloading
tasks (as shown in Table 3), the inference overhead can
be neglect. Note that, we do not involve any inference
optimisation method to our trained model. However, many
existing works show that the inference speed can be further
improved on mobile devices. In the following sections, we
evaluate DRLTO among different scenarios.
4.4 Evaluation with Different Task Numbers
First, we investigate the latency, energy consumption, and
QoS of different offloading algorithms with varying num-
bers of tasks. In this case, we fix the transmission rate at
7 Mbps. When aiming at the LO target, we focus on the
latency. Table 3 lists the average latency of executing a
DAG with different numbers of tasks. The Optimal (LO) is
implemented using exhaustive search to find the optimal
solution. However, the Optimal (LO) has exponential time
complexity, thus it is unable to find optimum in a reasonable
amount of time when n ≥ 20. The Local and the Remote both
perform poorly in this scenario, which are even worse than
the Random. DDQNTO (LO) cannot learn effective policy,
which obtains higher average latency than the heretic search
algorithm HEFT-based. Compared to the existing algorithms,
DRLTO with the LO target significantly outperforms all
heuristic baselines (from the Local to the HEFT-based) and
the advanced DRL-based methods (i.e., DDQNTO). More-
over, DRLTO (LO) approximates the optimal solution when
n ≤ 20.
When aiming at the EE target, we jointly consider the
latency and energy consumption. The comparison results of
the energy consumption and QoS with different numbers
of tasks are presented in Fig. 6 and Table 4, respectively.
Offloading computation-intensive applications to the MEC
host can help reduce the energy consumption on UE, there-
fore the Remote achieves the lowest energy consumption.
However, the Remote has the highest latency as shown
in Table 3. DDQNTO (EE) learns offloading policies that
have similar energy consumption and latency as Remote
in all cases. It seems that DDQNTO (EE) fails to learn a
good trade-off between energy consumption and latency.
On the contrary, DRLTO with the EE target can learn the
optimal policy by taking both the latency and energy into
account. Comparing the results in Table 3 and Fig. 6, we
find that DRLTO with the EE target achieves the lowest
energy consumption bar Remote and DDQNTO (EE), while
it still obtains acceptable latencies (close to the Greedy).
Furthermore, Table 4 gives explicit results related to the QoS
of all evaluated algorithms. Obviously, the QoS of the Local
is always zero because we define QoS as a measurement
of the gain/loss of an algorithm compared to the Local.
Moreover, DRLTO with the EE target achieves the maximal
QoS compared to all baseline algorithms (i.e., from Local to
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Fig. 6. The comparison of the DRLTO and existing algorithms in terms
of average energy consumption (targeting at EE) with different numbers
of tasks. EE denotes energy-efficient target.
























Fig. 7. The comparison of the DRLTO and existing algorithms in terms
of average latency with different transmission rates. LO and EE denote
latency-optimal and energy-efficient targets, respectively.
DDQNTO) and approximates the optimal solution.
4.5 Evaluation with Different Transmission Rates
Next, we evaluate the performance of the DRLTO with
different transmission rates. We first target at LO, and the
results are shown in Fig. 7. When the transmission rate is
low (meaning that the UE is far away from the MEC host),
offloading tasks to the MEC host will result in high latency.
On the contrary, if the transmission rate is high, offloading
tasks can significantly reduce the latency. An efficient al-
gorithm should automatically adapt its offloading policy to
various transmission rates. As shown in Fig. 7, DDQNTO
(LO) cannot learn effective policy, which achieves the worse
performance than HEFT-based when the transmission rate
increases from 3 Mbps to 15 Mbps. In contrast, DRLTO
(LO) has high adaptability, which outperforms all baseline
algorithms (i.e., from Local to DDQNTO) and approximates
the optimal solution with various transmission rates.
When the target is EE, we need take energy consumption
into consideration. Figs. 8 and 9 show the energy consump-
tions and QoS of various algorithms with different transmis-
sion rates, respectively. As expected, Remote consumes the






























Fig. 8. The comparison of the DRLTO and existing algorithms in terms
of average energy consumption (targeting at EE) with different transmis-
sion rates. EE denotes energy-efficient target.




















Fig. 9. The comparison of the DRLTO and existing algorithms in terms
of QoS (targeting at EE) with different transmission rates. EE denotes
energy-efficient target.
least energy on UE since all tasks are run remotely. However,
the latency of the Remote could be high and unacceptable
under low or medium transmission rates. As shown in Fig.
9, the Remote, Random, and RR even achieve negative QoS
when the transmission rate is 3 Mbps, meaning that they are
worse than the local. DRLTO with the EE target achieves the
lowest energy consumption bar the Remote and DDQNTO
when transmission rate is greater or equal than 7 Mbps,
while it still leads to acceptable latencies. For example,
when the transmission rate is 7 Mbps, DRLTO with the EE
target obtains a similar latency as the Greedy but 50% less
energy consumption than the latter, while both DDQNTO
and Remote achieve the higher latency than Random. Fig.
9 demonstrates that the QoS of all algorithms (except the
Local) increases with the transmission rate. This is because
the communication cost declines as the transmission rate
grows, offloading tasks to remote servers can be beneficial.
In addition, DRLTO with the EE target obtains the maximal
QoS compared with all baselines and approximates the
optimal solution.
4.6 Evaluation with/without Dependency
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Fig. 10. The neural network architecture without considering the depen-
dency among tasks.
















Fig. 11. Evaluation results for DRLTO with/without dependency informa-
tion.
We embed the dependent information into the task em-
beddings and use the encoder network with the attention
mechanism to extract features from the task embedding.
In order to show how the dependent information influ-
ences the results. As shown in Fig. 10, we remove the
encoder network with attention mechanism from the S2S
neural network and directly input the task embeddings to
the decoder network. The output of the decoder network
remains the same (i.e., the policy and the value function).
More specifically, we remove the adjacent information from
the task embeddings. We then train this policy network on
the same training dataset as DRLTO targetting at LO and
use the same hyperparameters (i.e., learning rate, batch size,
and the number of gradient steps per episode). During the
training, we evaluate the trained policy at each episode on
the testing dataset with n = 15. Fig. 11 shows the evaluation
results. We find that the training process cannot converge
without considering the dependency information. Note that
DDQNTO proposed in [10] does not involve the depen-
dency information either. The above experiment results
show that DRLTO can learn better policies than DDQNTO
in all scenarios. Therefore, dependency information is one
of the crucial factors in achieving good performance.
5 RELATED WORK
The MEC offloading problem has attracted considerable
research interests. Mach et al. [32] gave a thorough survey
for offloading architecture and solutions in MEC systems.
Many existing studies assume the offloading tasks are in-
dependent. Chen et al. [4] focused on task offloading in
a software-defined ultra-dense network. They formulated
the task offloading problem as a mixed-integer non-linear
programming (MINLP) problem and solved it by decom-
posing the problem into two sub-problems. Dinh et al. [3]
aimed to minimize both latency and energy consumption
by jointly optimizing the task allocation decision and the
CPU frequency. They proposed two heuristic methods to
solve the offloading problem for the cases with both fixed
and elastic CPU frequency. Zeng et al. [33] formulated the
task offloading problem with joint consideration of task
scheduling and image placement as an MINLP problem,
and proposed a three-stage heuristic algorithm to solve it.
When considering the inner dependency of offloading tasks,
Lin et al. [2] represented mobile applications as task graphs
and proposed a heuristic-based algorithm to solve the task
offloading problem in MEC. Neto et al. [34] proposed a
user-level online offloading scheme for MEC, which makes
offloading decisions based on the estimation of energy
and execution time for the dependent tasks. These existing
solutions rely on hand-tuned heuristic or approximation
methods. However, turning heuristics for a given task of-
floading scenario is an expensive job that requires consid-
erable human expertise. Consequently, facing the dynamic
MEC scenarios, one might have to do this tuning repeatedly,
which is time-consuming and sometimes impractical. By
contrast, the proposed DRLTO learns an adaptive model by
interacting with the MEC environment, without relying on
hand-turned heuristics.
Recently, DRL-based methods have emerged in the solu-
tions to the MEC offloading problem [9, 10, 11, 12, 35, 36, 37].
Li et al. [35] proposed a deep Q-Learning based offloading
method to jointly optimize the offloading decision and com-
putational resource allocation. Chen et al. [36] considered an
ultra-dense network, where multiple base stations can be
selected for offloading. They also adopted deep Q-Learning
to obtain the offloading strategy. Dinh et al. [37] focused
on multi-user multi-edge-node task offloading problem by
using Q-learning in MEC. Zhan [9] et al. formulated the
task offloading problem as a partially observable Markov
decision process (POMDP) and applied a policy gradient
DRL-based approach to solve the problem. Zou et al. [12]
proposed a DRL-based offloading method by utilizing the
asynchronous advantage actor-critic algorithm, to reduce
the latency and energy consumption. Tang et al. [10] incor-
porated the LSTM, duelling DQN, and double DQN tech-
niques to solve the task offloading problem in MEC. All of
these studies assume that the offloading tasks are indepen-
dent. However, most of the real-world applications consist
of dependent tasks, ignoring the task dependency when
making offloading decisions can lead to severe performance
degradation. To address the above issue, our DRL-based
method considers the dependency among tasks through
using DAG models for user applications. Different from
our previous work [11], DRLTO develops a new learning
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model with redefined state space and reward function to
optimise the QoS in terms of both the latency and energy
consumption. Moreover, this work conducts comprehensive
simulation experiments to show the convergence property,
latency, energy consumption, and QoS of the DRLTO in
dynamic MEC scenarios.
From the theoretical perspective, the offloading problem
in MEC systems can be seen as a combinatorial optimization
problem. Recent researches attempt to use deep learning-
based methods to solve such problems. For example, Pointer
Networks [27] are variants of attention-based S2S neural
networks. Pointer Networks use attention as a pointer to
select a member of the input sequence as the output. This
well-designed neural network fits one type of combinato-
rial optimization problem where the output elements are
selected from inputs, e.g., TSP. Kool et al. [28] adopted
attention layers rather than Pointer Networks as the policy
neural network for solving TSP. Dai et al. [38] provided
a different way to solve TSP with RL by using graph
embedding technology for learning an indirect policy. The
learned greedy policy behaves like a meta-algorithm that
incrementally constructs a solution. These studies aim at
solving classical combinatorial optimization problems such
as TSP, MaxCut, and Convex Hull with neural networks and
RL, which inspired us to integrate S2S architecture with RL
to solve the MEC offloading problem.
6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we investigate the task offloading problem
in MEC considering task dependency, with the aim of
jointly optimizing the latency and energy consumption. To
effectively adapt to dynamic scenarios, we propose a new
offloading scheme that embeds DRL training and inference
procedures into the MEC system. Specifically, we model the
offloading problem as an MDP and combine an S2S neural
network to approximate both the policy and value function
of the MDP. An efficient policy gradient method is then
applied for training the S2S neural network. The training
results show that the DRLTO achieves excellent stability and
convergence with reasonable training and inference over-
heads. Through comparing with the existing state-of-the-art
heuristic and DRL-based algorithms, we demonstrate that
the DRLTO has strong adaptability among different MEC
scenarios and can obtain near-optimal solutions.
Our future work intends to solve task offloading prob-
lem with a shared resource allocation strategy (i.e., UEs
share a common resource pool on an MEC server and the
offloaded tasks will compete for the common resources).
One potential solution for the task offloading problem with
shared resources is to use multi-agent reinforcement learn-
ing [39]. Each UE in the MEC will be treated as an individual
agent and learns its own policy to achieve a common goal
(e.g., achieving the maximal total QoS for all involved UEs)
by collaborating with the other agents.
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